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https://www.linkedin.com/in/jpcampbell42

About Me
Co-founder of the open source data quality project Great Expectations 
and CTO at Superconductive. 

Worked across a variety of quantitative and qualitative analytic roles 
in the US intelligence community. 

Studied Math and Philosophy at Yale. Passionate about creating tools 
that help communicate uncertainty and build intuition about complex 
systems.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jpcampbell42
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The challenge: Data workflows today are a mess

● Data pipelines are brittle and often 
fail, both loudly and silently

● Tacit knowledge scattered among 
domain experts, technical experts, 
and the code and data itself

● Maintenance is time-consuming, 
expensive, and morale-killing

● Documentation is chronically out of 
date and unreliable

● Trust in many data systems is low
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What is Great Expectations?

> pip install great_expectations It’s an open source Python library

my_data_project
└── great_expectations
    ├── checkpoints
    ├── expectations
    │   └── taxi
    │       └── demo.json
    ├── plugins
    ├── uncommitted
    └── great_expectations.yml

That operates by creating tests in 
code and storing a collection of them 
them as a “suite” in JSON
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What is an Expectation?

expect_column_values_to_be_between(
column=’passenger_count’,
min_value=1, 
max_value=6

)

It’s a statement about what we expect 
from our data, expressed as a method in 
Python

That is stored in JSON

{
  "expectation_type": "expect_column_values_to_be_between",
      "kwargs": {
        "column": "passenger_count",
        "min_value": 1,
        "max_value": 6
      },
}

And can be translated into a 
human-readable format

“Values must always be between 1 and 6”
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… in which we express what 
we “expect” from our data
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Pipeline tests bend 
the maintenance curve
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Our Aspirations for Great Expectations

Our roadmap is guided with the intent of being able to make the following claim 
boldly and honestly:

Great Expectations is powerful and expressive. After years of development 
and widespread adoption by data practitioners, the core APIs are robust, 
stable, and thoroughly tested. Best of all, it’s easy to get started!
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Seeing is Believing: Demo Time
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How does the Starburst Integration Work?

● Adds support for the SqlAlchemy Trino driver to Great Expectations

○ Trino’s powerful catalog concept requires specific handling for inspecting table 
schemas (e.g. validation column names)

○ Metrics can take advantage of trino’s analytic capabilities to appropriately translate 
the requests for key statistics into backend-specific queries
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Trino Driving the Gallery “Datasource” view
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Thanks!

@expectgreatdata
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Roles include

● Senior Software Engineer (Open Source and Cloud)
● Product Manager
● Director, Developer Relations
● And more!

https://jobs.superconductive.com/

We’re hiring!

https://jobs.superconductive.com/
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Great Expectations
Join our Slack channel!
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